Green Technology in post-COVID Recovery
Harnessing Green Technology for Inclusive Economic Recovery post-COVID-19

Policy brief

ABSTRACT
The COVID-19 pandemic’s shift from a health crisis to an economic downturn has prompted a need for green and inclusive recovery strategies, especially among G20 nations. Green technology offers a dual benefit of economic revitalization and environmental sustainability. Global efforts include financial support for green transport, circular economy initiatives, clean energy research, and ecosystem restoration. However, challenges persist in balancing green spending with other priorities and restructuring sectors for lower emissions. This policy brief advocates for G20 action in harnessing green technology to create jobs, foster economic diversification, and achieve sustainable growth in line with international commitments like the Paris Agreement and SDGs.

INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic triggered global economic turmoil, prompting massive stimulus spending of US$14 trillion1 by the G20 to counteract job losses and supply chain disruptions.2,3 The Russia-Ukraine conflict exacerbated inflation and supply chain woes, leading to currency devaluation and income inequality.4 While pandemic-induced shutdowns temporarily improved environmental conditions5,6 concerns arose over sustainability amidst stimulus measures. Integrating green technology into recovery plans5 evolved as a solution, promoting inclusive economic revival and environmental goals alignment. However, recovery efforts have often neglected sustainability as governments faced tensions between stimulus efforts and supply chain disruptions creating unpopular inflation-
Integrating green technology into recovery plans promotes economic revival and environmental goals.

The Asia and Pacific region is on the frontline of climate adversity, hosting six out of the ten nations most devastated by weather-related loss events from 2000 to 2019 (ADB, 2021). With climate change potentially carving 24% of the region’s GDP by 2100, including staggering losses of 35% in India and 32% in Southeast Asia under a high emissions scenario (ADB, 2023), the urgency for a low-carbon transition is palpable. The region’s GHG emissions share surged from 22% in 1990 to 44% in 2019 (ADB, 2023), underscoring its growing influence on the global climate equation. This transformation to a green economy demands comprehensive policy frameworks, green finance, and sustainable technology promotion (ADB 2017; OECD, 2023). The shift is set to reshape labor markets, with an estimated 43% of the workforce currently engaged in climate-vulnerable sectors or those transitioning to greener operations (Deloitte, 2023), highlighting the critical role of education systems in equipping the workforce with necessary green skills.

Prior to the pandemic, there was already a learning crisis, with many individuals lacking basic literacy and numeracy skills. The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated pre-existing inequities in education, hitting low-income and disadvantaged households the hardest. The pandemic has particularly affected vulnerable groups such as girls, children with disabilities, and those living in remote areas or belonging to ethnic minorities and indigenous peoples, increasing their risk of dropping out of school. This has highlighted the urgent need for foundational learning for all and transformative measures to make education systems more adaptive and inclusive.

The post-COVID-19 era offers the chance to harness digital transformation for a sustainable economic rebound. Digital technologies provide innovative solutions to climate challenges and educational reforms, fostering a skilled workforce for a green economy, as seen in the EU’s Climate Pact. Such technologies have proven successful, with Indonesian drones assessing climate risks and apps promoting environmental stewardship. AI is central to this transformation, optimizing carbon reduction in construction with companies like Mortar IoT, advancing sustainable agriculture through Agro-Scout, and reducing industrial emissions via Eugenie.ai. These initiatives demonstrate the potential for AI and technology to spearhead a green transition, improving air quality, agriculture, and industry, paving the way for a resilient recovery.

**POLICY RECOMMENDATION FOR INCLUSIVE GREEN RECOVERY**

1. **Structural Changes: Promoting low-emission, sustainable industries and infrastructure.**

   The transition to green economies requires structural reforms across key sectors like agriculture, energy, transportation, manufacturing, construction, and finance, especially within G20 nations. For agriculture, well-designed and targeted subsidies can support sustainable practices like organic farming. In energy, carbon pricing mechanisms such as carbon taxes can incentivize emission reduction, as seen in the EU ETS. Transportation sectors can promote electric mobility with incentives for EV adoption and infrastructure development. Manufacturing can adopt circular economy principles to reduce waste, following Japan’s example. Green building standards can be enforced to promote energy-efficient construction, akin to LEED certification in the USA.

   Finance sectors can invest in green projects through policies like China’s Green Bond Principles. Cross-sectoral policies include investment in clean technology research, education on sustainability, and international cooperation. Carbon pricing mechanisms could help fund these green subsidies and incentive schemes.

2. **Fiscal and Monetary Policies: Incentivizing green investments and technologies, reforming subsidies, and implementing carbon pricing.**

   Fiscal policy recommendations suggest setting up green funds, offering concessional loans and grants and tax incentives for green investments, phasing out fossil fuel subsidies and reinvesting savings into green energy/infrastructure, and implementing carbon pricing mechanisms. Again, these carbon pricing mechanisms can help fund green incentive programs. Monetary policy recommendations include issuing green bonds, developing sustainable finance frameworks, and integrating sustainability criteria into central bank operations. Cross-cutting recommendations involve international cooperation, transparency in reporting green investments and emissions, and public-private partnerships for low-carbon technology development. Collaboration within the G20 can harmonize standards and prevent carbon leakage while leveraging public-private partnerships to drive green investments.

3. **Job Creation and Economic Diversification through Green Technology: Leveraging green tech for new jobs and sectors.**

   The Green Transition offers numerous opportunities for job creation and economic diversification. Shifting from a fossil fuel-based economy to a renewable energy economy will often require the construction of new energy-generating plants and equipment. Existing renewables in the form of hydro or geothermal will likely need to be expanded and/or their power distributed more widely. Jobs are likely...
to be created in Environmental Services aimed at the integration of new technologies and mitigation of climate and environmental disruptions. The World Bank has estimated that as many as 30 million “green” jobs could be created by 2030 in these green technology sectors. However, it is also important to keep in mind that many jobs are likely to be lost in fossil fuel-related industries, and it is not always clear that workers from the fossil fuel sector will be able to transition to the growing sectors. Hence job training and education programs will likely be needed to facilitate labor force adjustments.

4. Enhancing Environmental Sustainability: Strategies to reduce carbon footprints and promote circular economy principles.

The strategies needed to reduce carbon footprints and promote a more circular economy require a significant rethink of traditional energy-intensive economic growth and corporate produce-and-forget approaches. Reducing carbon footprints requires domestic economic and regulatory policies that initially increase costs to citizens and companies, though those increased costs are just capturing the real costs of carbon emissions. Economists typically argue that a “carbon” tax is the most efficient and effective mechanism to ensure a reduction in emissions, but governments and policymakers often prefer more indirect regulatory approaches with specific quantitative reductions in emissions. For issues like borderless carbon emissions one government’s actions are likely to be ineffective without global cooperation and coordination. Given that developing and least developed countries typically have lower levels of capacity to implement either carbon taxes or regulatory approaches, some differentiation in global commitments is required. Lower-income countries generally emit more carbon per unit of output creating significant equity challenges when it comes to addressing climate change while ensuring economic growth for those who need it the most.

5. Alignment with International Commitments: Ensuring policies support the Paris Agreement and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Non-binding agreements such as the Paris Agreement and the SDGs have weak mechanisms to effect change on the part of governments. Domestic politics dominate climate change policy development and international cooperation is viewed as secondary to domestic concerns. This is problematic for a global commons issue like carbon emissions and climate change. Often international agreements, including economic ones with fairly strong enforcement mechanisms such as the WTO and some regional trade agreements, usually do not have specific commitments to help meet the environmental goals. Trade agreements may even include provisions that need clarification or updating to ensure that climate objectives are considered potentially valid issues for exceptions to agreement rules. Illustrating the need for more international economic cooperation around equitable commitments, the IMF has suggested a series of differentiated yet effective carbon prices depending on a country’s level of development, from $75 per ton for advanced economies to $25 per ton for lower-income emerging markets. The WTO has emphasized the role of trade in allowing countries to access at low-cost leading green technologies, that trade can help mitigate the negative effects of climate shocks, and that WTO members could reduce tariffs and trade costs on a group of energy-related environmental goods and boost trade and reducing global emissions.

6. The Role of Sustainable Finance: Mobilizing private and public funds for green initiatives.

Currently, there is a significant shortfall in the provision of finance for the Green Transition. Wealthy nations have pledged over $100 billion per year to support developing countries in their transition. Some estimates indicate at least $1.2-$1.7 trillion in investment in sustainable infrastructure is required by 2030, which is double the estimated current contributions of $600-$800 billion. The IEA and IMF estimate that to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050, global investment will need to increase an additional 0.6 to 1 percent of global GDP, which amounts to a cumulative $12-$20 trillion (IMF, 2021). Current high levels of government debt constrain developing and developed countries alike in their ability to fund the transition making it clear that there is a very important role for private investment.

ACTION PLAN

Short-Term Strategies (1-3 Years)

• Assessing greenhouse gas emissions across sectors to establish baselines.
• Implementing carbon pricing mechanisms to encourage emission reductions and help fund green transition incentive programs.
• Incentivizing electric vehicle (EV) adoption through subsidies and tax rebates.
• Promoting circular economy principles in manufacturing, encouraging product design for reuse and recycling.
• Providing subsidies for organic farming and water-efficient irrigation techniques.
• Enforcing green building standards for new constructions.
• Developing frameworks for green bonds and sustainable investments in finance.
• Increasing funding for clean technology research and creating innovation hubs.
• Implementing education programs on sustainability.
• Engaging in international collaborations to share best practices and build capacity.

The short-term plans are low-hanging fruits since many of the G20 countries are already engaged in these activities. While others can learn from them, effective knowledge-sharing and collaboration can address these actions in the short run.

Long-Term Strategies (3+ Years)

• Increasing investments in renewable energy sources and phasing out high-emission power plants.
• Setting targets for EV penetration and investing in public transportation electrification.

Green technology is pivotal for sustainable growth post-COVID-19.
• Implementing efficiency and environmental standards in manufacturing.
• Educating farmers on sustainable practices and investing in sustainable agricultural technologies.
• Create job training and assistance programs to facilitate the worker transition from working with fossil fuel-intensive technologies to green technologies.
• Providing incentives for sustainability certifications and retrofitting existing buildings.
• Encouraging the adoption of sustainable investment criteria and directing funds towards green technologies.
• Adjusting strategies based on performance data and stakeholder feedback for continuous improvement.
• Aligning central bank operations with sustainability goals, incorporating green fiscal and monetary policies.
• Investing in skills development training for workers transitioning from fossil-fuel industries.
• Implementing regulations for mandatory disclosure of environmental impacts and sustainability practices.

CONCLUSION
In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent global challenges, the G20’s commitment to a sustainable and inclusive economic recovery is paramount. By integrating green technology and prioritizing environmental sustainability, these nations can navigate the dual crises of economic downturn and climate change. The proposed action plan offers a balanced mix of short-term initiatives and long-term strategies aimed at reducing emissions, promoting green jobs, and fostering economic diversification. Effective implementation, coupled with international cooperation, is key to realizing these goals. Ultimately, this approach not only addresses immediate recovery needs but also sets a foundation for a resilient and green future.
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